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The Japanese economy in this FY 2013 has been increasingly  
expected to overcome deflation and boost economic recovery due to  
demand for post-quake reconstructions. Recent trends of depreciation of 
the yen and rise of the Japanese stock prices, both of which were 
brought  by  a  change  of  government  at  the  end  of  the  last  year,    
contributed to the economic recovery. This was despite the negative ef-
fects of the debt crisis in Europe and slowdown of economies in emerging 
countries. 

The information service industry, although the business environment 
has been depressed by the restraint of IT investment by customers for 
several years, is now in an uptrend, due to the increase in IT spending. 

Under such circumstances, NSD group launched the three-year  
Midterm Management Plan in June 2012, and has been successfully 
pushing forward with the plan.  

Net Sales increased 6.5% from the previous year due to smooth 
growth in the Information Services segment which is our core-business, 
despite decline in sales of the Software Products segment and the  
Staffing Services segment. 

  Net  Income climbed  31.4% mainly  due  to  efforts  to  eliminate        
unprofitable  project  sand  an  increase  in  worker  productivity  and    
efficiency. We did, however, record extraordinary loss on early retirement 
benefit  plan. In addition,  we saw increase in spending on strategic       
investments  in  overseas  business  development  and  M&A and we       
experienced  an  increase  in  temporary  expenses  for  headquarter         
relocation, which is scheduled September 2013. 

 

 

 

       We expect the Japanese economy will recover gradually because of 
the positive economic effects of expanding the monetary easing policies, 
thus depreciating the yen, and the rise of Japanese stock prices, which 
will help relieve the stress of deflation. 

  Furthermore,  in  the  information  service  industry,  the  business       
environment  is  expected  to  improve  thanks  to  the  increase  in  IT          
investment in accordance with the economic recovery. 

  We will improve corporate value by realizing growth in both sales 
and income through increase in sales of in-house products/services and 
aggressive expansion of overseas business, as well as the continuous 
growth in the Information Service segment. 

* In this report fractions in yen are rounded off.    
     Percent is rounded to its closest value.  
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